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SECRETARY’S
NOTES

MICHAEL
MITTLEMAN

T

he June 2nd General Meeting was called to order by LIW
President Mike Daum at 7:10 PM. The session was IN-PERSON at the Frank Brush Barn and streamed live via Zoom.

ANNOUNCEMENTS Mike D. reviewed our recent approval for IRS
501(c)(3) status and emphasized the charitable efforts. As examples,
Mike mentioned the Beads of Courage and Toys for Tots efforts. The
board will take up discussions on ways to expand the LIW efforts.
Ideas from members are welcomed.
Mike indicated that future general and SIG meetings will employ a
hybrid format. This means in-person and remote formats will be available for general sessions. Decisions on in-person SIG meetings will be
at the option of the SIG Presidents.
Secretary Mike Mittleman said the LIW Inc. has registered successfully
with the Office of the NYS AG and that application has been made for
Sales and Use Tax Exemption from the NYS Dept. of Tax and
Finance. A decision is expected by the middle of July. Update: our
application has been approved.
Other Business and SIG Meeting Schedules Steve Applebaum reported that the Harned Brothers Sawmill in Commack is owned by a
Smithtown Conservation Board.
Next Board Meeting 7-19-2021
Next General Meeting 7-7-2021; it will have a round robin format
Next LICFM Meeting, Ben Nawrath, SIG Pres., 6/8/2021
Topic: Remote shop tours plus Show and Tell
Next LISA Meeting, Steve Kelman, SIG Pres., 6/17/2021
Topic: Chapter Challenge - music-related projects
Next LIWG Meeting, Jim Moloney, SIG Pres., 6/10/2021
Next SSOW Meeting, Frank Napoli, SIG Pres., No report

Next meeting
Wednesday July 7th, 7 pm

TREASURER’S REPORT Treasurer Steve Fulgoni reported our group’s
finances are holding steady.

In person at Brush Barn

SHOW AND TELL Bob Hildebrand brought in a specimen of a white
oak wood spiral which was created by choking vines. Bob constructed
a two-piece cane and handle from this material. The white oak was harvested in Alabama. Another project displayed by Bob was a basket
made with Pignut Hickory.
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Mike Luciano displayed a beautiful sapele bowl. Nice job, Mike.
Glen Boasi presented a birdhouse constructed from trash garden stakes.
Dean Dauplaise exhibited a handsome 5-drawer desk he constructed. It included both mortise and tenon as well as
half-blind and through dovetail joinery. Woods used included sycamore and sapele. Good effort, Dean.
PRESENTATION – COREY TIGHE ON FESTOOL DOMINO CONNECTORS
Corey provided an impressive demonstration of the efficiency and ease of using Festool Domino connectors by joining bedframe pieces during his presentation. He discussed installation techniques, necessary equipment, and detailed
the several types of connectors. The Domino XL (DF 700) Joiner is used to create flat or corner joints for the connectors.
Connector types included anchor bolts, double bolts, half-shells for the anchor and connector double bolts, expansion anchors, transverse anchors including studs, half-shells for widening cross anchors, and the various colored
cover caps.
Corey praised the strength and efficiency of the Domino joinery. He finds it especially appealing because it provides
a solid path for assembly and disassembly of projects. Beware large Swedish/Dutch furniture company!
As always, Corey’s presentation was informative and entertaining. Thank you, Corey.
ADJOURNMENT The meeting adjourned at 9:00 PM.
July Meeting
There will be a General Meeting starting at 7 PM on July 7, 2021.
There will be a Board Meeting starting at 7 PM on July 19, 2021.

Glen Boasi built a birdhouse
from paint sticks
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Dean Dauplaise talked about a table
with drawers that he started building
when he was 15

Corey Tighe demonstrates the Festool
Domino Connector System
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Corey Tighe joins 2 boards
with a connector
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BOB WOOD

LICFM

T

he June 8th meeting was a Zoom meeting.

ANNOUNCEMENTS A recommendation to upgrade camera and electronic equipment put the meeting in motion.
The upgrades may help with many of the zoom meetings.
SHOW AND TELL Show and tell was the next part of the meeting. Bob Wood mentioned veneering which he was
prompted to do by the Tom McLaughlin video. Bob showed some of the clamp racks he made from dimensioned
two by fours and three-quarter inch plywood. Bob is finally dimensioning wood based on Corey Tighe’s and Brian
Monks’ help. The veneering started with just plain walnut, but then Bob inlaid some geometric maple patterns. Bob
tried make circle inlays but they kept chipping, so he stuck with the geometrics. The geometric patterns were picked
up from a Bob DeMarco comment about the Fleets Wood Shop Tour on YouTube. The owner, identified as Doug,
has designs, mostly diamond shapes, on cabinets and drawer fronts. Bob also made a box with a ribbon band with
much help from Brian Monks. Again, it was a walnut and maple combination. A few methods and devices were
talked about regarding the cutting of circular veneers - beam compass, a sheetrock circle cutter or matting cutters.
Possibly, Lee Valley may have a solution.
Next show and tell was Norm Bald who showed a picture frame shaped like the state of Arizona. A circle was made
in the middle of the frame using quarter inch and half inch router bits. Norm explained the various methods he
used to cut the circle and the recess in the back. The outline for the Arizona State was created by using a pin router
and a router table. All the cuts were done with numerous passes. To get a pin one-eighth inch, Norm tapped a bolt
and screwed the pin into the tapped bolt. The base for the picture frame used two dowels and one screw for shipping purposes. It was suggested that the use of a pin router may be a good topic to be shown on a zoom meeting.
Tom Ryan had a question about wood and the drying process. Tom had picked up a slab at Harry’s barbecue a few
years ago. Gary Mayhew said the rule of thumb is one year per inch plus one and that should give you enough time
to dry the wood properly. Bob Hildebrand suggested putting one’s lips to the wood to test the moisture. Bob also
says he brings the wood to the room where the piece will reside. Tom also showed a Stanley Bedrock 605 he bought
and refurbished.
Ben Nawrath showed a Stanley Bedrock 605, which he got from an in-law while helping them move. Ben’s wife
asked her dad whose it was. The plane belonged to her grandfather, who worked in the Brooklyn Shipyard. Ben
says it’s a nice plane and he needs to clean up the sole.
Gary Mayhew made up some panels from plastic vinyl sheets and PVC piping. Gary explained that when turning,
dust and shavings get in everything, so he made the panels which are foldable and easy to store.
A discussion of where to get wood ensued.
CHAPTER CHALLENGE? Picture frames. Do something you’ve never done before. Bill Leonhardt said he made his
own molding profiles for frames; it was very challenging when finally put to use. Nate Lanzilotta made a long picture frame and ran into a problem trying to get the matting to fit the frame. Ben buys the frames from a store and
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builds his own frames around the matting, glass et cetera that come with picture frame. Bill Leonhardt has used window casings to make frames.
SHOP VISITS The group visited Barry Saltsberg’s shop, but we also were able to view his furniture creations including a bed and nightstand. In the living room, Barry displayed a modern chair and a free form coffee table. Barry
also showed us his dining room table and chairs. The chairs had hand-carved backs. Barry then led us to his shop
which had a Rigid contractors saw, a sixteen-inch Laguna bandsaw which is not working because the guide bearings
spun off. Barry also has a router table with storage. The cabinet for the router table was made from the lathe’s crate.
The lathe is forty-seven inches with a sharpening station right next to the lathe. A Jet belt sander and a planer complement the other tools and machines. Storage for tools, bits, and jigs were placed throughout the shop on the walls,
under machines, and overhead. Barry has a one horsepower dust collector and a big dust collector in a separate
room for all the major tools. A slop sink is also in Barry’s shop. Barry does his finishing in another room. Very
convenient is a slop sink in the shop. Finally, Barry has an old computer in his shop which has wi-fi.
Ben showed us his dust collection system with various splitters and blast gates utilizing a combination of different
piping. Some talk was made about the use of compressors and venturi devices in conjunction with a sanding table.
Ben displayed a band saw jig used to cut straight edges on logs. The jig is not just limited to log cutting but can be
used for other functions. The jig is made of three-quarter inch plywood and a runner for the miter slot. The
uprights are butt-jointed to the base and have holes drilled in them to accept pipe clamps. The clamps lock in the
piece to be cut and Ben says it’s very secure and safe.
Again, a very informative and lively meeting.
Woody’s keepsake box
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Norm’s Arizona picture frame made with a pin
router setup. Demo forthcoming.

Ben’s band saw sled for slicing logs.
Rob made a similar one.
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Barry’s drum sander and dust collection.
Barry’s main lathe setup.
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Barry’s lathe tool cabinet made from Barry’s lathe crate
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BARRY SALTSBERG

TURNER’S GUILD

S

IG President Jim Moloney opened this first live meeting since the Covid lockdown on JUne 10, 2021. The
meeting is a hybrid of live and zoom.

ANNOUNCEMENTS It was mentioned that the AAW Symposium will be held virtually July 17 - 18, with the feature
that all rotations will be recorded and available to the participants after the symposium. This means that you can
see all rotations; not only the ones you attended. The cost is $45 for AAW members and $60 for non-members.
It is well worth attending.
Show and Tell Jim M. showed an ash bowl and a wave bowl after John Beaver’s demo at the “other” club for the
chapter challenge (make something from a 5 x 5 x 5 cube).
Ed P. presented an unfinished cherry box for the chapter challenge, a yew vase, a yew natural edge wing bowl, and
a maple bowl decorated by Jean.
Marty P. had an arrow through a wooden block and an arrow through a wooden apple. How did he do that???
Barry I., a new turner, showed 6 bowls and a box, all from highly figured wood.
Gary M. presented a sugar maple hollow form and a cherry platter.
Rob D. had a segmented hollow form for the chapter challenge and a spalted maple bowl.
Barry S. showed a cane made from a 2 x 4 and a plywood hollow form, both made from a temporary ramp. He
also had a maple burl bowl with epoxy and brass infill and 2 cherry burl bowls, one with epoxy infill.
Rob C. has been very productive! He presented a glued-up box for the chapter challenge, several box elder bowls,
many other bowls, 2 spalted oak boxes, many bird house and gnome ornaments, and many other boxes.
Rolf B. (on zoom) had a bird house ornament.
Mike J. (on zoom) showed a spalted maple sphere box, a spalted maple and epoxy bowl, and a wood and epoxy
blank on a face plate.
Steve M. had 2 vase forms and a box.
RAFFLES The winners were Charlie F. and Rob C.
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Gary Mayhew talks about turning a large platter
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Barry Saltsberg displays a vase turned from
plywood recycled from a wheelchair ramp
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New turner Robert Crespolini talks about his
birdhouses
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Top: A sample of Robert Crespolini’s work
Bottom left: Rob DeMarco turned a clock using a plane from the May issue
of Wood Magazine.
Bottom right: Rolf Buettermuller turned a birdhouse as a gift for a minister
who is relocating.
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ROBERT CARPENTIER

LISA

S

IG President Steve Kelman welcomed everyone back from a very long absence for the June 17th meeting. It
was a good showing and everyone seemed happy be back! Steve asked the group about the possibility of meeting in July and August. All members agreed to do it, if it can be arranged.

TREASURY REPORT Bob indicated that the SIG had a current balance of $669.
SPECIAL GUEST Molly Piotrowski. Jean P. was accompanied by a beautiful, sweet, 2-year-old puppy named Molly.
Although Molly did not bring in anything for S&T, we’re hoping she’ll maybe chew on some wood for next month’s
meeting!

SHOW AND TELL The chapter challenge was to bring in something related to music.
Steve showed a very well-made tool box. Steve, you should have put a harmonica in box to meet the chapter challenge!!!:)
Rolf showed a beautiful piano/music box made from mahogany. The white keys were holly and the black keys,
ebony. He also showed a really beautiful tiny birdhouse with cardinal.
Alain brought in a small oak G (or treble clef) with a clock inside it.
Pat and Bob showed a door harp which was a kit from a MUSIC MAKERS catalogue. Of course, Pat wood-burned
and painted a flowery scene on it to give it her own personal touch. Bravo. She also made a welcome sign, where
the letters were cut out of a piece of bark, looked great. Pat also showed earrings made from lacewood. Some letter openers Pat and Bob brought in were scrolled to perfection.
I presented a thumb piano made of cherry, also a kit project from Music Makers, and a frog box which was a pattern from Scrollsaw magazine. It required box-making, intarsia, and inlay skills. I then showed “New Shoes,” an
international prize-winning intarsia pattern by Judy G Roberts. It measures 22”x33”, and I worked on it for about
a year.
Charlie did some excellent fret work on a piece showing J. Garcia playing guitar.
Ed made a really nice welcome sign. The letters were cut out on a curly maple board, with cut out flowers and
designs next to it, painted by Jeanie.
NEXT MONTH’S CHALLENGE The chapter challenge for next month is a segmented bowl.
Thank You A very special thanks to Jim Moloney for his constant contributions to the club. I don’t know what
we’d do without him!
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Top: Bob Carpentier holds up his intarsia piece called “New
Shoes”, a pattern by Judy G. Roberts. The piece measures
22”x33” and took almost a year to complete.
Bottom: Charlie Felsen proudly displays his beautiful fretwork
piece of Jerry Garcia from his favorite band, The Grateful
Dead.
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Ed Piotrowski shows his welcome sign which
was cut out of a curly maple board. The scroll
work designs to the right of the board were
painted by Jeannie.

THE WOODRACK

Pat and Bob Lerner cut these pieces of varied
designs and woods. Among them, is a welcome
sign made from tree bark and a door harp made
from a kit by Musicmakers.

Steve Kelman shows an impressive tool box,
with a highlighted wood handle and brass hardware. Steve assured us that a scrollsaw was
used in the making of this box!
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Rolf Beuttenmuller crafted this wonderful piano
from mahogany. The white keys are holly and
the black keys are ebony
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Alain Tiercy scrolled this treble clef from a
piece of oak. He added a clock inside and
a soft felt bottom.
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PUZZLE

MICHAEL R. MITTLEMAN

You’ll Get a Bang Out of This!
Michael R. Mittleman
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Clues
Across

Down

1. Speed

1. Jacuzzi

7. Station
identification?

2. Small fruit

8. Encourage
personal savings

3. Blowin' in the
wind?

9. Bag holder

4. Chiang Kaishek's capital

10. Ill

5. Wrap

11. Near

6. Bug
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Solution to June
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